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Jun 14, 2014 0.15 is coming. The new version of KSP will be released in December. KSP devs have started a project to
backport features from the 0.15 version to the previously released version 0.13. Steam version of 0.15 not installing Oct 17,
2018 All I have is 0.15 build 1104 and.c-files here where it says 0.14. I tried "Install from Steam" and I have looked at the files
in the "Kerbal Space Program" folder and nothing important exists. I have tried the beta, I think that is version 0.15.1. I checked
the data file and it's from the 26th of December 2017. I want to download KSP 0.14 but on my computer its 0.13.2. I have no
idea how I got this old version. How can I get the newest version? I checked the data file and it's from the 26th of December
2017. KSP 0.15.3 Oct 5, 2018 I've installed KSP 0.15.3 two days ago. I will probably need to update some mods. I have KSP
0.14.3. I could try this (although it will probably not work): "Kerbal Space Program Steam download" Black screen and audio
issues Nov 10, 2018 My KSP game black screens when I start a full KSP mission. I have to hit enter to stop it. The X-Plane
model of my own ship won't fly. It black screens again. It doesn't make sense, because my sound is working. One thing I have
noticed is that when the black screen happens, my inbox in KSP.valvesoftware.com gets flooded with bunch of 50 emails I have
never sent and downloads of 0.15.3 and some miscellaneous graphics files. KSP 0.15.4 Dec 10, 2018 I just installed Steam
0.15.4 and patched to "Kerbal Space Program/Steam/binaries/game/v1104" Everything is still looking the same...the last patch
was there before. I don't have the game on Steam, I installed it through the folder directory, so I have no idea why Steam says I
am in 0.14.3 or 0.15.3. Is there some settings I need to change
Jun 23, 2012 @georgem wrote: I have just downloaded the 0.14.3 and it was working fine and has no lag and no meory leak. I
downloaded the 0.15 as one of the downloads are KB libraries. Jun 16, 2012 I got a working version, but how can I get it for
free without buying the KSP? I got this version at KSP official forum using link: ksp. Jun 16, 2012 @Astronaut wrote: How do I
get the freeware version? I'm just some steps to get it? I need to buy KSP, right? Got the 0.14.x after its free forever on Merc.
I'm hoping I can port to my laptop. Thanks for the info Jun 16, 2012 Thanks, I just checked the store and it looks like they've
changed there pricing. Getting a 8.5GB 7 day trial means I can download all the sims i want for 7 days, and i can't. Jun 16, 2012
Thanks @Astronaut, i got it by going to the KSP official site and then clicking the link on the right hand side of the game page.
It said it would be free for the rest of the year, so i thought it was a big mistake. Jun 18, 2012 @Astronaut wrote: So i made a
great mistake and bought the game on the KSP store and i thought it was ok but i dont want to buy any more game and it says
that the free version is for 7 days. There is currently no way to get the full version without a KSP key. The point of the trials are
that you get a taste of the game, and if you like it, then you can purchase the full version. Jun 19, 2012 @Astronaut wrote: so i
just got the game working by buying it from the KSP store but i dont want to pay it, do you have any other way of getting the
full game? Go to: KSP website. Look at the "trial" link on the download section. It doesn't tell you the size but it will be under a
"Less" submenu on the download page. If your past the 7 days trial, you can look on the KSP Forum and then you will see the
info on how to purchase. Jun 19, 2012 @Astronaut wrote: 570a42141b
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